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ABSTRACT
The values held by conservationists affect research and management goals, and
successful collaboration between conservationists and the public often requires mutual
communication of values. Despite a growing awareness of the relation between values
and conservation policy, there remains a distinct lack of studies addressing the values and
narratives of wildlife researchers and managers. Using the International Bear Association
(IBA) as a case study, I surveyed and interviewed attendees at the 25th International
Conference on Bear Research and Management in Quito, Ecuador to collect information
about their wildlife values and personal narratives. Participants held multiple strong
values toward bears but, compared with the public, tended more toward
naturalistic/mutualistic than utilitarian values. Additionally, participants from North
America and Europe described a dominant narrative in which time spent in nature
influenced them to enter bear conservation, whereas no prominent counter-narrative
emerged from South American or Asian participants. This study shows that bear
researchers and managers can capitalize on their multiple values in order to connect
effectively with more sectors of the public, and that improved understanding of the nondominant narratives within the IBA community could make it more cohesive and
accessible to members from all regions.
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INTRODUCTION
“I would like to start with a disclaimer: I am biased. And so are you.” At the
opening of the 25th International Conference on Bear Research and Management in
Quito, Ecuador, the keynote speaker and current co-chair of the IUCN Bear Specialist
Group, Dave Garshelis, began with these words (Garshelis, 2017). His probing and
somewhat controversial address challenged conference attendees to deeply consider what
we know about bears, what we think we know about bears, and what assumptions we are
making when attempting to conserve them. For example, we know that sun bear habitat
in Malaysia is being deforested and converted to oil palm plantations, but does this imply
that there is no room for sun bears in a landscape dominated by this industry? Could these
plantations be made more “bear friendly,” allowing bears to feed safely on oil palm
fruits? We have found sloth bears in India with mixed genetics from two distinct and
widely separated populations, with what seems like hostile habitat in between. Do we
assume that the genetic results are wrong because they are counter to our assumptions, or
that the bears must be rapidly moving between distant sites (for as yet unknown reasons),
or might the bears actually reside in the seemingly hostile landscape?
Dr. Garshelis’ point was that our assumptions affect the research we do as
scientists and, thus, the management decisions that are made based upon that research.
These assumptions reveal our biases – and biases, when not carefully examined, can
threaten the objectivity of science.
According to the value-attitude-behavior hierarchy (Homer & Kahle, 1988),
values underlay our attitudes, and attitudes in turn predict our behavior. As such, if we
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would like to understand the biases and assumptions that may be present in wildlife
conservation decisions, it seems appropriate to first study the values that we hold as
wildlife researchers and managers.
Research on the values of wildlife conservationists also serves a second purpose:
it allows for the recognition of value differences between wildlife conservationists and
the general public, who is affected by these decisions despite often playing a minimal
role in the decision-making process. For the purpose of this study, the term “wildlife
conservationists” refers to those individuals directly involved in wildlife research and
management, whereas the term “general public” refers to all other residents of an area
who are not wildlife conservationists. An examination of similar and different values
between wildlife conservationists and the general public forces us to define the ideal role
that wildlife conservationists should hold. Should we be leaders, using our specialized
training to make conservation decisions based upon our own values while simultaneously
instructing the public about the importance of these views? Or should we serve the public
in a more direct and traditional sense, representing their values and views while using our
skills to transfer those views into policy? These questions are implicit components of my
study.
Before continuing, I will define two terms that will be used throughout the paper.
The term “wildlife conservation” broadly includes any action that is carried out for the
purpose of maintaining wildlife populations into the future. For this study, however, I use
the term specifically to refer to two of the more formal components of wildlife
conservation: wildlife research and wildlife management. In addition, the term “nature”
can have different meanings for different individuals, ranging from a strict view of nature
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as a synonym for “wilderness” to a more liberal view of nature as anything that comes
from the Earth. In this paper, I recognize that the meaning of the term “nature” varies
widely by its user, so I choose to define it indirectly, using an experiential lens: “nature”
is anything which causes the individual to feel a sense of connection with the non-human
world.
To begin to address our lack of research on values held by wildlife conservation
professionals, I conducted a case study of bear researchers and managers at the 25th
International Conference on Bear Research and Management in November 2017, using a
mixed-methods approach. My research was driven by three main questions:

1) What values toward bears do members of the international bear research and
management community hold? Do these values toward bears vary by gender, age,
educational attainment, world region of residence, or type of work?

2) What motivates bear conservationists to enter their field of work, and are there
any links between these motivations and values toward bears? Do motivations for
entering bear conservation work vary by age, gender, education, world region of
residence, or type of work?

3) How do expressed wildlife values of bear conservation professionals compare to
those of members of the public, as described in the existing literature?
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I hypothesized that bear researchers and managers would hold strong values
toward bears across many types of value orientations. I expected value differences to
appear based on demographic factors within the bear research and management
community, but I did not hold an a priori prediction of exactly how the values would
vary. There is a foundation of literature that discusses how wilderness (though not
specifically wildlife) is constructed to serve the needs of the more elite members of
society (e.g. Cronon, 1996; White, 1996). Based on this literature, I expected the values
of American bear researchers and managers to align most closely with the values held by
the more privileged members of the American public, i.e. Americans who are wealthier,
more highly educated, and white.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Social Science Research in Conservation Work
The Objectivity Of Science
A basic premise of scientific research is that empirical observation and
measurement can be used to generate objective knowledge. This positivist perspective
holds that the values and views of the researcher do not affect the conclusions of the
research (Moon & Blackman, 2014). It is easiest to uphold this positivist view of science
when science is removed from its social context. Bruno Latour describes how each issue
in our current world consists of a network that draws together “science, politics,
economy, law, religion, technology, fiction,” yet we tend to focus our efforts on dividing
each issue into separate fields instead of considering those interactions holistically
(Latour, 1993). And, when we do place scientific research within its greater social
context, its apparent objectivity begins to break down.
Longino (1990) uses the example of early homosexuality research to demonstrate
that the very questions we choose to investigate contain implicit value judgments and
political stances. This early research was centered on finding a “cure” for homosexuality,
such as whether mothers could be given testosterone during pregnancy to prevent them
from birthing a homosexual son. The question itself has an empirically attainable answer;
in this sense, the answer may be thought of as “objective” knowledge. However, it is
clear that the very act of asking this question implies that the researcher views
homosexuality as something in need of being fixed and therefore similar to a disease.
This becomes problematic if that subjective context is not separated from the objective
question because this could lead to general acceptance of the scientific question as valid
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and relevant. Furthermore, had early homosexuality researchers succeeded in finding a
“cure” to homosexuality, then that result could have drastically impacted our current
society. Thus, it is important to consider the scientific questions we ask and the biases
that they contain because the research we conduct can shape our world.
When applying this theoretical background to wildlife research and management,
it is apparent that every decision is housed in values. In a study of fifty peer-reviewed
journal articles from top ecology journals, Lautensach (2005) found that each one
introduced the research using an implicit value statement. Still, simply recognizing that
researchers hold values related to their work does not inherently demonstrate that these
values affect the outcome of the work. Instead, we must consider how the values of
researchers and managers frame the very questions that are pursued in the first place.
Mattson, Herrero, Wright, and Pease (1996) recognized the importance of this
frame when analyzing the state of science and management of Rocky Mountain grizzly
bears. They acknowledged, “we premise our analysis upon a societal commitment to
preserve Rocky Mountain grizzly bear populations and their habitat in a wild state…A
different premise (e.g., the sufficiency of preserving grizzlies in a highly modified
environment or as captives) would lead to a different diagnosis and conclusion”(p. 1014).
Even if we can conduct objective wildlife research and base management decisions upon
that research, it is still clear that our actions are ultimately driven by the vision that we as
conservationists and we as a society hold for the future of wildlife in a human-dominated
world.
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Power Dynamics at Play
The conservation literature contains ample documentation of situations in which
there exists a values mismatch between conservationists and the public. These value
differences can often lead to a breakdown in communication, as Stacey James described
in a commentary about meeting a landowner adjacent to a public meadow in Oregon: “I
regretted terribly my inability to speak comfortably and honestly. I wanted to discuss why
I consider it so critical to restrict cattle from this valuable remnant of rail habitat. But I
couldn’t because it was the same as saying a bird is more important than his livelihood”
(James, 2002, p. 269).
On a global scale, Conservation International’s “Biodiversity Hotspot” strategy to
conserve the twenty-five global locations with the greatest biodiversity does not actually
serve the values that most people hold. The “Biodiversity Hotspot” plan is based around a
value system in which all species are equally important, and, therefore, the most effective
use of resources is to conserve the greatest number of species. However, the public has
been shown to attach a greater aesthetic, intellectual, and moral importance to some
species than others, and specifically does not seem to place high value on the many plant
species which constitute the “Biodiversity Hotspots”; thus, the public does not agree with
the value system on which the “Biodiversity Hotspot” strategy was designed (Jepson &
Canney, 2001).
In developing countries, value mismatches between conservationists and residents
are often further complicated by unequal power dynamics that contain imperialist and
neo-colonialist elements (see Bonner, 2013). At Nagarahole National Park in India, forest
dwellers were asked to move from the park in the name of protecting the tigers, even
though the forest dwellers did not own guns or vehicles and impacted tigers and tiger
11

habitat far less than forest officials, who built roads and stations throughout the park and
invited India’s largest hotel chain to construct a hotel within the park (Guha, 2003). This
is an extreme example of conservationists in positions of power holding a strong
conviction that their actions are unambiguously “right,” without considering the human
cost of the conservation decisions they make.
A thorough analysis of wildlife conservation in developing countries is beyond
the scope of this thesis, but it is nonetheless possible to identify overlap between the
dynamics that occur in developing countries and certain situations that arise within the
United States. The establishment of a golden-cheeked warbler refuge in Texas is a less
extreme example which shows some similar power inequalities occurring within the
United States. This refuge was created out of land taken from local ranchers, who felt that
they were not adequately consulted in the decision-making process. Interviews with these
ranchers found that fundamentally, their values aligned closely with the same Leopold
land ethic held by the conservationists. However, the ranchers felt wronged by having
their “common-sense” land management opinions disregarded by professionals
throughout the process of establishing the refuge, and they felt like their culture of
independence was threatened by the ultimate lack of flexibility in the conservation plan
(Peterson & Choat Horton, 1995). The best solution would have achieved the same
conservation goals while allowing ranchers to maintain the most fundamental aspects of
their way of life.
Ultimately, of course, there was a power imbalance in both cases because the
conservationists were the ones who could decide the future of the forest dwellers’
residence in the park and the future of the golden-cheeked warbler habitat. However, just
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because conservationists hold power in certain situations does not mean that it is always
the best strategy to assert that power in full force. When the Grizzly Bear Dialogue Group
was formed in Banff National Park in Alberta, Canada, the initial voluntary
relinquishment of power by park officials was effective in making community members
feel heard and included in the policy-making process. When the group broke apart a few
years later, one of the major reasons cited by participants was a changeover in park
management that resulted in more authoritarian superintendents (Richie, Oppenheimer, &
Clark, 2012). Clearly, the park managers held the power all along, but the initial
willingness to relinquish some of that power and include stakeholders and their values on
more equal ground brought benefits to all sides. The next section addresses in more detail
the practical benefits of understanding the values of the public, and also explores the
question of whether we as conservationists should use our power to convert the public to
stricter conservation values or, instead, should view our power as an obligation to
represent the values of those who have less power.
Next Steps: Convert or Incorporate?
Wondolleck and Yaffee (2000) describe the recent push toward more
collaboration between different stakeholders in natural resources management and claim
that one reason for this push is simply that it is difficult to make conservation progress
without mutual support. They explain how strong authoritarian decisions can be effective
in solving simple issues such as point-source pollution or preservation of a particular
population, but many of our current natural resources issues are complex enough that
collaborative decision making is necessary to create effective solutions.
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There is certainly a practical benefit to collaborative conservation. Jepson and
Canney (2003) describe how the successful conservation of English Lake District,
Yosemite, and the Seren was due in large part to the way these areas had been painted in
terms of emotional and aesthetic values, values that are easily accessible to the general
public. Conversely, lack of public support has the potential to destroy a conservation
policy, such as in instances where the public destroys unpopular reintroduction efforts by
preventing introduced individuals from establishing themselves (Ma et al., 2016).
One of the most effective ways to make collaboration work is to build on common
ground and understand the validity of both sides of a conflict (Wondolleck & Yaffee,
2000). This requires a strong understanding of the values on both sides, such that mutual
values can be identified. General research on values held by conservationists and the
general public represents a gap in published research, and the studies that do exist have
shown that conservationists are often incorrect in their analyses of constituents’ opinions
(Manfredo, 2008). In fact, intuitively assuming that hunters hold only consumptive views
misses a wide range of their values toward wildlife (Purdy & Decker, 1989), and the
public actually feels much more positively toward bears than most conservationists
believe (Kellert, 1994). Kellert (1994) articulately expresses the foolishness of not
addressing these types of misconceptions: “It would be ironic, given the current plight of
the bear and valiant efforts to ameliorate this animal's condition, if ignoring and
intuitively assessing public attitudes had unwittingly contributed to the bear's decline and
precarious future” (p. 49).
Although the importance of establishing common ground has been documented,
listening to and understanding the values of the public is only a small part of creating
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effective and ethical conservation plans. Inevitably, instances will arise where common
ground has been established but values still do not perfectly align, and this leaves us at a
crossroads of how to proceed. Eventually, policy in these instances must do one of two
things: convert the public or incorporate their values. Arguments have been made for
each approach.
Those who believe in converting the public are worried about the future of the
natural world if we settle for a more yielding approach to conservation. Biodiversity
continues to decline despite present conservation efforts, so many are led to believe that
future efforts must have more money, more support, and more drastic measures if they
are to be successful (Rands et al., 2010). Some even argue that we must set a strict goal
of conserving no less than half of Earth’s land area if we are to preserve biodiversity.
They claim, “our task [as conservation professionals] is not to be beaten down by
political reality but to help change it” (Noss et al., 2012, p. 4). Thus, the goal of those in
the convert party is to use education and public outreach as tools to instruct the general
public about the many values of nature and to convince them to hold views more similar
to those of conservationists. This is the only way forward that allows a future for the
natural world, they argue.
Those who believe in incorporating the views and values of the public into policy
decisions think that it is both a more realistic and a more ethical approach than
conversion. In fact, Manfredo et al. (2017) contentiously argue that it may in fact be the
only solution, given it is an slow and difficult process to change the values of a society,
usually one which can only take place over generations due to widespread socioeconomic changes. Manfredo, Teel, and Bright (2003) argue that because fundamental
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social conditions are beyond wildlife conservationists’ sphere of influence, any change to
the public’s opinion can be, at best, isolated and temporary; it is more likely to deal with
a specific issue than an underlying value. This suggests that the only effective choice for
conservation strategies is to accommodate current values and work within the existing
system. Incorporation is also argued to be the more ethical approach, as it moves away
from the model of the authoritarian conservationists who value nature over people, and
toward a more human-centered and compassionate system (Guha, 2003).
In efforts to create the most effective conservation strategy possible without
excluding the voices and needs of the public, several innovative approaches have arisen
that places value on both humans and nature as part of an integrated system. These have
occurred in specific locations such as the Great Bear Rainforest (Clapp, 2004) and the
Yellowstone social system / ecosystem (Temple Lang, 1993) with varying levels of
success, but they have yet to be implemented on a larger scale. To do so would require a
great deal of insight into the values of the public and an acknowledgement of the ways in
which they differ from the values of conservationists. Only then could we make our
current conservation system simultaneously more intense and more humanitarian.

Wildlife Values in the United States and Abroad
A Typology of Wildlife Values
Interest in widespread analysis of wildlife values began with the US Fish and
Wildlife Service in the mid-20th century. A few decades later, Kellert and Berry (1980)
surveyed more than 3,000 Americans and defined ten basic attitudes toward animals:
naturalistic, ecologistic, humanistic, moralistic, scientistic, aesthetic, utilitarian,
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dominionistic, neutralistic, and negativistic. Kellert and Berry’s typology still serves as a
foundation for wildlife values studies, and they are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Description of Kellert’s Basic Wildlife Typology, Adapted from Kellert and
Berry (1980).
Value Category (% of
Americans strongly aligned)

Description

Humanistic (35%)

Affection for individual animals;
emotional attachment; “love”

Neutralistic (35%)

Avoidance of animals

Moralistic (20%)

Concern for “right” treatment of
animals

Utilitarian (20%)

Concern for practical and material
value of animals

Aesthetic (15%)

Appreciation of the beauty of animals

Naturalistic (10%)

Direct encounters with wildlife;
recreation in nature

Ecologistic (7%)

Concern with the relationships
between wildlife and their habitats

Dominionistic (3%)

Desire to master and control animals

Negativistic (2%)

Cruelty toward or fear of animals

Scientistic (1%)

Empirical study of nature

The ten attitudes described by Kellert and Berry are important for recognizing the
breadth of perspectives that humans can hold toward animals. However, since then,
researchers have questioned whether all ten value categories are really necessary to
capture the major sources of variation in human attitudes toward wildlife. Through factor
analysis, Fulton, Manfredo, and Lipscomb (1996) found that they could create a reliable
and internally consistent model of human attitudes toward wildlife with just two
orthogonal dimensions, which they named ‘consumptive’ and ‘appreciative.’ Because
multiple values from Kellert and Berry’s original typology fit into each of these
17

dimensions, Fulton et al. called these broader categories ‘value orientations.’ They found
that these two wildlife value orientations are consistently predictive of behavior toward
wildlife, which is consistent with the hierarchical model of social cognition (Homer &
Kahle, 1988).
Over time, the consumptive and appreciative dimensions of wildlife value
orientations have been given various names, including ‘utilitarian / mutualistic’
(Manfredo et al., 2003), ‘doministic / mutualistic’ (Manfredo, Teel, & Henry, 2009), and
‘traditionalist / mutualistic’ (Teel & Manfredo, 2010). However, the basic meaning of
the each category has remained relatively constant. The utilitarian orientation focuses on
the value of wildlife as a useful human resource and tends to place central importance on
such issues as maintaining game animal populations and controlling populations of
species with potentially negative effects on people or agriculture. The mutualistic
orientation, in contrast, implies that wildlife has intrinsic value beyond its immediate
benefits to people. Those with a mutualistic outlook would more likely value wildlife
viewing and the study of natural history and would more likely hold an ethical opposition
to hunting (Manfredo, 2008; Manfredo et al., 2003; Manfredo et al., 2009).
An alternative typology was created at Cornell University beginning in the 1980s.
The Wildlife Attitudes and Values Scale (WAVS) used factor analysis from surveys on
wildlife attitudes and values to group wildlife views into three main categories:
acceptance of wildlife problems, traditional conservation of wildlife, and
acknowledgment of societal benefits of wildlife. Acknowledgement of societal benefits
can be further broken into recognition of social significance and recognition of ecological
significance of wildlife (Purdy & Decker, 1989).
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With these foundations in place, recent wildlife values typologies have primarily
consisted of modifications of existing typologies to allow them to fit the circumstances
and subjects of particular studies. For example, in researching American values
specifically toward biodiversity, Montgomery (2002) found that he could summarize the
perspectives using only four of Kellert and Berry’s value categories (ecological,
utilitarian, aesthetic, and humanistic), along with the additional one of his own
(symbolic). More recently, a study of values that motivated the work of sea turtle
volunteers in Costa Rica used only three of Kellert and Berry’s value categories
(scientific, aesthetic, and humanistic), as well as five categories specific to that study
environment: conservation, experiential, intrinsic, existential, and spiritual (Campbell &
Smith, 2006). The utilitarian/mutualistic wildlife value orientation scale has also seen
modifications, including adding categories to account for those who associate strongly
with both orientations and those who associate with neither orientation (Teel &
Manfredo, 2010) and adding the orientations of ‘attraction to wildlife’ and ‘concern for
safety’ (Teel, Manfredo, & Stinchfield, 2007).
As with all typologies, these wildlife typologies remain an imperfect
representation of the full depth and breadth of values any individual could feel toward
wildlife. These particular typologies also have an additional shortcoming due to the fact
that they were developed entirely within the United States, so their bias toward the values
of American society could potentially limit their ability to describe wildlife values
globally. This issue is discussed in greater detail in the Wildlife Values Outside the
United States section. Nonetheless, these typologies do reflect fairly distinguishable and
reproducible categories of wildlife values. As such, they are useful in detecting larger
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demographic and chronological trends in wildlife values on a societal level, as will be
seen in the following section.
Wildlife Values Within the United States
Kellert and Berry (1980) found that the four strongest wildlife values held by the
American public were humanistic (35% of the public was strongly oriented toward this
attitude), neutralistic (35%), moralistic (20%), and utilitarian (20%). Aesthetic and
naturalistic values were held by an intermediate percentage of Americans. Most
Americans were not strongly oriented toward ecological, scientific, negativistic, or
dominionistic views toward wildlife. In a survey just of six Western states, Manfredo et
al. (2003) found the contrasting result that there were roughly twice as many utilitarians
as mutualists, but hypothesized that this balance may be shifting toward the mutualistic
side.
Overall, it is clear that the public holds multiple strong values toward wildlife,
including values representing both mutualistic and utilitarian value orientations. These
different values are not necessarily distinct, as even seemingly contrasting values can
coexist within a single individual (Kellert & Berry, 1980).
There is consensus among different studies regarding the correlations between
socio-demographic factors and wildlife values. Kellert and Berry (1980) found that a
more naturalistic, and less utilitarian, attitude was correlated with Americans who were
younger, female, white, more highly educated, wealthier, more urban, and less religious.
This is consistent with the result that American residents from urban areas demonstrated
a primarily emotional orientation toward the natural environment and most strongly
displayed humanistic values toward wildlife (Kellert, 1984). A case study in Colorado
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similarly found that younger residents and urban residents were more positively disposed
to wildlife rights and wildlife welfare and more negatively disposed to wildlife use and
hunting. These values did not differ based on whether residents were “newcomers” to
Colorado or had lived there for many years (Manfredo & Zinn, 1996).
Higher education, higher income, and whiteness are factors that correlate with a
more mutualistic, and less utilitarian, view of wildlife in America, and these factors are
all indicators of social privilege. Teel et al. (2007) chose to place this observation within
the context of Inglehart and Welzel’s (2005) social theory. Inglehart and Welzel describe
the current global progression from a materialist society focused on rationality and based
around industrialization to a post-modern society with greater focus on self-expression
and quality of life. This theory holds that those with less privilege and less economic
security during childhood are more likely to think in a practical way that would cause
them to see the world materially, whereas those in environments of excess have the
luxury of viewing the world more idealistically.
The same social factors that Inglehart and Welzel describe as correlating with a
materialistic social view also have been documented to correlate with a utilitarian view of
wildlife, whereas those factors that contribute to a post-modernist view have been
documented to correlate with a mutualistic view of wildlife (Teel et al., 2007). Thus, Teel
et al. (2007) suggest that American society is undergoing a shift in wildlife value
orientations from utilitarian to mutualistic in parallel with the societal shift from
materialist to post-modern values.
This hypothesis of a societal shift toward more mutualistic wildlife values is
backed by the trend of younger people holding more mutualistic values and older people
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holding more utilitarian values toward wildlife (Kellert & Berry, 1980; Manfredo & Zinn,
1996; Teel et al., 2007). However, it is not the only explanation for the correlation
between youth and mutualism; instead, the correlation could simply be an indication that
individual values change as people age.
Butler, Shanahan, and Decker (2003) present empirical evidence that challenges
Teel et al.’s hypothesis. They combined WAVS data from seventeen survey studies from
New York State spanning 1984 - 1996. They found declining problem tolerance and an
increase in traditional conservation attitudes amongst men, with no trend among women.
This result suggests that, rather than shifting away from utilitarian views, perhaps
Americans are actually agreeing more strongly with traditional utilitarian conservation
practices as time goes on.
Future research is needed to clarify the conflicting trends found by these two
groups. The research occurred in different regions of the United States and at different
times, which may have contributed to the divergent results. There is a general lack of
ongoing studies that track wildlife value changes through time, and it is difficult to place
the results without that context. Nonetheless, the correlation between demographic traits
and specific wildlife values in the current United States is well documented, even if the
trends remain unclear.
Wildlife Values Outside of the United States
There is a severe lack of research on wildlife values outside the United States.
Teel (2007) acknowledged this gap and emphasized the need for cross-cultural wildlife
value studies. However, as of now, the literature contains just a few anecdotal studies and
one pilot study of a global wildlife values project.
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Kellert (1993) conducted surveys to compare wildlife values in Japan, Germany,
and the US. He found that while there were many similarities, a greater percentage of
German respondents had moralistic and naturalistic values and fewer had utilitarian
values than in the other two countries, whereas a greater percentage of Japanese
respondents had dominionistic values and fewer had ecologistic values than in the other
two countries. In a comparison just of Japan and the United States, Kellert (1991) found
that both countries showed the same trend of older respondents holding more negativistic,
dominionistic, and utilitarian values, and younger respondents being more naturalistic,
humanistic, and knowledgeable. Japanese moralistic and ecologistic scales did not vary
with age, whereas they did in the United States and Germany (Kellert, 1993).
Across all three countries, respondents expressed special appreciation for
particular wildlife species. This is consistent with the overall lower agreement with
ecological values, as respondents from all three countries seemed to favor certain parts of
the ecosystem over others. Within this, however, Japanese citizens were especially
focused on individual species, according to interviews with experts on nature and wildlife
in Japanese culture (Kellert, 1993).
A comparative study of university students in the United States, Trinidad, and the
Dominican Republic using Kellert and Berry’s value typology found that Dominican
students scored significantly higher on the dominionistic factor than either American or
Trinidadian students did, and American students scored significantly lower on the
moralistic/aesthetic factor than either Trinidadian or Dominican students did (Rauwald &
Moore, 2002). The higher moralistic/aesthetic values in Trinidad and the Dominican
Republic challenge the proposition made by Teel et al. (2007) that economic
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development and higher standards of living create stronger non-utilitarian environmental
values because the United States has the highest standard of living of the three countries.
Rauwald and Moore (2002) also found that gender differences were not consistent across
the different countries: whereas American woman held stronger moralistic/aesthetic and
humanistic values and lower dominionistic values than American men, respondents from
the Dominican Republic did not show any gender differences in these values, and
respondents from Trinidad did not show gender differences in moralistic/aesthetic values.
The only conclusion we can draw from these anecdotal studies is that culture does
seem to matter for wildlife values but the specifics of how it matters are not yet clear.
Teel et al. (2007) developed the Wildlife Values Globally project to gather information
on whether other countries also displayed mutualistic values toward wildlife, and whether
other countries’ values might be changing on a materialist to post-materialist trajectory
due to economic development as hypothesized in the United States. To address this study,
they needed to develop a values analysis tool was broad enough to be applicable for
respondents of different backgrounds (including illiterate respondents) and to be
translated into many languages. They ultimately decided on semi-structured interviews
asking about the emotions of animal encounters. However, when they conducted a pilot
study in the United States, this interview method was found to have only a weak
correlation with the results from a Kellert-style typology survey (r = 0.43 to 0.92; Dayer,
Stinchfield, & Manfredo, 2007).
Nonetheless, this method was used for a pilot study in Mongolia (n=9;
Kaczensky, 2007), China (n=13; Zinn & Shen, 2007), Thailand (n=70; Tanakanjana &
Saranet, 2007), Estonia (n=16; Raadik & Cottrell, 2007), and the Netherlands (n=20;
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Jacobs, 2007). These extremely small sample sizes make it hard to draw any real
conclusions from the project other than that a mutualism orientation was present at least
to some extent in every culture studied, and it was the dominant orientation in Thailand,
the Netherlands, and Estonia (Teel et al., 2007). There were also a few new values that
were found from the interviews, such as the Thai high respect for the king which made
some say that they wanted to protect certain animals due to their symbolic representation
of the king (Tanakanjana & Saranet, 2007).
Thus, despite a few studies that have considered wildlife values in other countries,
this topic still represents a large gap in our knowledge of wildlife values.

Wildlife Values of Special Actors
Ecologists
Whereas I could not locate any studies that specifically examined wildlife values
of conservationists, there are a few published studies of general environmental values
held by ecologists. Lautensach (2005) analyzed implicit and explicit values in more than
fifty ecology publications and found no bias toward a conservationist or ecocentric
environmental ethic when compared with anthropocentric ecosystem management values
or fascination / scientific curiosity. However, perhaps the bigger point is that it should not
be assumed that the ecological values expressed in the publications are exactly
representative of the personal values held by their authors. When writing for publication,
scientific authors are answerable to the expectations of the journals and the traditions of
their fields, so perhaps this result simply highlights a tradition of not explicitly expressing
ecocentric values within the field of ecology.
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In fact, this struggle to find balance between needing to maintain scientific
objectivity but wanting to solve environmental problems was found in a survey of 87
members of the Ecological Society of America. Participants agreed on wanting to solve
environmental problems but differed on opinions of how to they should go about that,
showing a lack of clarity in whether or not it is the role of an ecologist to engage in
environmental activism (Neff, 2011).
A much larger survey of the Ecological Society of America asked members to
rate what traits make a good ecologist (William A Reiners, Reiners, & Lockwood, 2013).
They found that ecologists valued four main trait groupings: the most highly valued was
epistemic expertise, followed by aesthetic values, followed by nature values and prosocial values. Religious values were there only traits that ecologists did not think were
important to making a good ecologist. These results are consistent with those of
Lautensach’s in that they indicated that ecologists strongly value objectivity both when
surveyed and when justifying research for publication.
William A Reiners et al. (2013) also found that those employed in academia
particularly emphasized curiosity-driven science, and non-academic employed groups
particularly emphasized mission-driven science more. In addition, younger scientists
thought aesthetic and nature valuing traits were less important than older scientists did,
which may perhaps be due to a different culture in the field of ecology such that
epistemic proficiency is emphasized more now than it was in the past. Nonetheless, this
correlation of values with age is the opposite of the trend that was found in the general
public. The authors expressed that the importance of these studies is that the way new
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ecologists are mentored and trained affects the future of the field, so it is important to be
conscious about the method of training.
Upon further analysis, William A. Reiners, Reiners, and Lockwood (2016) found
that respondents from the Ecological Society of America holding PhD’s clustered into
four main groups: youthful relativists, older naturalists, scientific objectivists, and
optimistic traditionalists. All four groups were similar in valuing questing for knowledge
and possessing epistemic expertise. Youthful relativists were by far the largest group, and
they expressed skepticism as to whether ecology is and should be objective. They most
enjoy data analysis and program management. In general, groups differed on their values
toward enjoying nature and preserving nature, as well as their opinions on whether
objectivity is or should be a part of ecology and whether religion is harmful to the field.
Policy Makers
Besides wildlife researchers and managers, other actors also hold special roles in
wildlife conservation decisions. It is beyond the scope of this project to provide a
thorough investigation of such actors and their values, but Dandy (2005) explains that
state actors are by far the primary actors in international wildlife policy decisions. He
concludes that they are primarily economically motivated and can also be politically
motivated, but do not experience other values very strongly. Dandy found that businesses
are not very present in these international policy discussions, perhaps because state actors
already represent their agendas. NGOs mostly play a role in agenda-setting rather than
direct discussion. The most influential NGOs represent mostly ecological values toward
wildlife, whereas some smaller NGO’s also represent animal welfare (intrinsic value) and
hunting (recreational value). Interestingly, Dandy is hesitant to assign values to scientists
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and says that their values are difficult to ascertain, adding that they play an interesting
role because “not only is the ‘objectivity’ of science seen as a useful method to build
consensus and reduce uncertainty amongst negotiating parties, it is also a method by
which political figures can attempt to ‘spread the blame’ if a policy decision proves
unsuccessful or has problematic outcomes” (195). Thus, considering the values of actors
besides conservationists can help place the role of conservationists’ values in the actual
outcome of conservation decisions.
Media
Media is a final actor worth considering in the network of wildlife management
decisions. An analysis of 117 newspaper, television, and radio reports of black bear
management stories in New York State found that the stories were “episodic rather than
thematic”, and, as such, did not offer context or suggestions regarding the issues (Siemer,
Decker, & Shanahan, 2007). It is important to consider the role of the media because it
can be a source of communication breakdown or an avenue for clear communication
between wildlife managers and the public.

Values Toward Bears
General values toward wildlife held by the public and special actors have been
discussed above, but it is also important to consider values specifically toward bears
because people’s overall wildlife values are not necessarily representative of their values
toward a specific wildlife species (Kellert, 1997). For example, a survey among
Norwegian sheep farmers showed that the more attached farmers are to their livestock,
the more they dislike predators (Vittersø, Kaltenborn, & Bjerke, 1998). Even though
livestock are generally not considered wildlife, this extremely intuitive result still
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highlights the fact that a positive orientation toward one species can correlate with a
negative orientation toward another species, and wildlife values do not necessarily apply
to all species equally. Thus, this section will be devoted specifically to discussing values
toward bears.
General Values Toward Bears
Most North Americans have very positive views of bears, and a significant
majority of Americans would be willing to set aside millions of acres of national forest
land to protect grizzly bears (Kellert, 1994). Most residents of two growing Colorado
urban centers (86%) held positive or ambivalent values toward bears (Don Carlos, Bright,
Teel, & Vaske, 2009), and the majority of camp managers, corporate landowners, and
private landowners in the Catskill Mountains of New York State considered it important
to maintain a population of black bears (Brown, Decker, & Hustin, 1979). Of course,
there are also limits to what people will tolerate from bears: an extremely small minority
of the same sample group in the Catskill Mountains (<10%) stated that they would
tolerate a monetary loss of $100 or more annually due to bears, and in general this
population showed a low amount of tolerance for direct annoyance or monetary loss due
to bears (Brown et al., 1979).
Bears are most valued for aesthetic, naturalistic, humanistic, ecological, and
ethical reasons, as well because they are intelligent, culturally significant, and rare
(Kellert, 1994). In fact, Kellert (1994) suggests that wildlife managers have been far too
conservative in estimating the public’s favorable attitudes toward bears, and that we have
often ignored the “many emotional, intellectual, and even spiritual benefits provided by
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these charismatic mega-vertebrates” in favor of ecological or economic benefit (Kellert,
Black, Rush, & Bath, 1996).
Outside of North America, there is a lack of information about general attitudes
toward bears, but one study of residents in Sichuan, China, near a site of an impending
panda bear reintroduction effort, found results consistent with those from North America.
More than ninety percent of respondents supported the project, and the biggest reason
was an expressed “love” for pandas, with social, economic, and ecological benefits cited.
Overall, positive perceptions of bears seem to outweigh negative attitudes toward bears
across many study areas, despite nuance in the specifics of this trend.
The Influence of Experience and Knowledge
Greater knowledge about bears and greater exposure to bears seem to generate
stronger, more polarized attitudes toward bears, rather than correlating directly with
either more or less tolerance of bears (Kellert, 1994; Kellert et al., 1996). Empirical
evidence supports the claim that exposure to bears can have either a positive or a negative
effect on people’s attitudes toward bears. In the Catskill Mountains, landowners who had
seen a bear were significantly more likely to want the bear population to increase than
those who had not (Brown et al., 1979); in contrast, residents who were located closest to
Big Thicket National Preserve in SE Texas were the most hesitant about recovering the
black bear population in the preserve (Morzillo, Mertig, Garner, & Liu, 2007). Of
course, in certain instances the effect of exposure to bears on attitudes is much more
predictable than in the above examples. Farmers from areas experiencing more annual
sheep loss to large carnivores in Norway held significantly more negative attitudes
toward large carnivores due to greater exposure, as would be expected (Vkters⊘, Bjerke,
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& Kaltenborn, 1999). It appears that experience and knowledge serve to polarize
attitudes toward bears, rather than correlating directly with either positive or negative
values.
Demographic Correlations with Bear Values
Elderly, rural, and lower socio-economic Americans tend to hold the most
negative values toward bears (Kellert, 1994). This is supported by studies showing that
men and younger people are significantly more positive and tolerant toward black and
brown bears than women and older people (Bowman, Leopold, Vilella, Gill, & Decker,
2004; Brown et al., 1979), and that men and younger people are less likely to view black
and brown bears as dangerous and troublesome than middle-aged people and women (M.
O. N. Campbell, 2013). In addition, an analysis of attitudes toward black bear
reintroduction in Mississippi showed that white residents were 3.8 times more likely to
support reintroduction than black residents were (Bowman et al., 2004).
Residence location and history also matter in terms of values toward bears.
Traditionally, rural residents held more negative values toward bears (Kellert, 1994).
With new migration from urban to rural places and the increased occurrence of living in a
rural place without pursuing a traditional rural livelihood, attitudes toward bears between
different rural areas can sometimes be more extreme than the differences between rural
and urban areas (McFarlane, Stumpf-Allen, & Watson, 2007). Length of residency can
affect attitudes too, with newcomers to the Trans-Peco region of Texas feeling more
positively about recolonization of black bears in the area than those who had owned land
there for more than three generations (Rice, Ballard, Fish, Wester, & Holdermann, 2007).
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Outside of North America, there is once again not much information regarding the
demographic basis of bear values, but results from the survey about panda reintroduction
in Sichuan, China are consistent with the trends found in North America: urban residents
were more supportive than rural residents, government employees were more supportive
than farmers, and more highly educated individuals were more supportive than those
lacking higher education (Ma et al., 2016).
Management Implications
When managers are aware of which groups are most resistant to maintaining bear
populations, they can focus their resources on meeting the needs and/or changing the
attitudes of those specific groups. For example, in Mississippi, a spatially explicit model
was created to show areas of potential bear reintroduction where bears would receive the
most positive public support (Bowman et al., 2004).
Understanding values toward bears can also help managers find common ground
that can be used as a starting point for communicating about bear policy. For example, a
study of campground managers and users in Adirondack Park in New York State found
that there are both similarities and differences in the way that these two groups perceive
risks from bears, suggesting that there is an opportunity to build upon the similarities and
address the differences (Gore, Knuth, Curtis, & Shanahan, 2007). Also, surveys of sheep
farmers in Norway found that farmers actually hold more ecocentric than anthropocentric
values and generally have similar attitudes toward nature as wildlife managers and
research biologists, with views that only really differ when it comes to large carnivores
(Bjerke & Kaltenborn, 1999). This type of information could be used as the foundation
for future conservation discussion.
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As a final consideration of human attitudes toward bears, it is interesting to
question whether the special feelings that many people hold toward bears occur due to
unique qualities of bears themselves, or instead due simply to people’s increased
knowledge about bears relative to other less-common species. Montgomery (2002) asked
people about their perceptions of hypothetical species representing different benefits, and
found that they were most likely to value species that brought ecological benefits. This
contrasts greatly with results that occur when people are biased by their background
knowledge toward particular species, showing that familiarity plays a role in shaping
views toward specific wildlife species. This result has interesting management
implications for the ways in which education can affect views, and also suggests a
potential source of difference in values between conservationists and the public,
assuming that conservationists have greater knowledge of bears than the public.
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CONTEXT
International Bear Association
The International Association for Bear Research and Management, also known as
the International Bear Association (IBA), is an affiliation of biologists and wildlife
managers who work with any of the eight species of bear around the world. These eight
species are: polar bear (Northern regions), brown bear (North America, Europe, Asia),
American black bear (North America), sun bear (Southeast Asia), sloth bear (India and
neighboring countries), Asiatic black bear (Asia), and Andean bear (South America). The
IBA is an international organization, with members from all regions of the world that
contain bears. Notably, Africa and Australia are outside the range of any bear species,
which prevents the organization from having a completely global membership.
The IBA was founded in 1972 and has grown to a current size of about six
hundred members from seventy different countries. Anyone who pays a membership fee
can become an IBA member without specific qualifications, and members consist of both
students and professionals. The IBA is a non-profit organization that is funded by
donations and membership dues. Elected officers volunteer their time to run the
organization. More information about the structure of the IBA can be found on its
website, www.bearbiology.com.
The IBA website states the organization’s purpose as “Working To Conserve
Bear Populations Around The World Since 1972,” but the IBA also has missions beyond
conservation. The organization serves as a professional network to promote
communication of bear research and management practices around the world and
provides an assortment of resources to its members. The IBA is responsible for
publishing Ursus, a peer-reviewed journal on bear research, management, and
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conservation worldwide, as well as a bear newsletter for its members. It is also a parent
organization that houses the Bear Specialist Group, an official specialist group within the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), as well as the Bear
Conservation Fund, which provides grants for projects related to protecting the world’s
bear species. Finally, the IBA organizes various bear-related conferences and workshops.
The largest of these is the International Conference on Bear Research and Management,
which meets in different locations around the world approximately every 18 months.

Quito Conference
The 25th International Conference on Bear Research and Management was held in
Quito, Ecuador at the Hilton Colon Hotel from November 12 – November 17, 2017.
Although these international conferences are organized by the IBA, both the attendees
and the presenters consist of a mix of IBA members and non-members. The global bear
research and management community is relatively small, so conferences tend to serve a
social, as well as academic, purpose. Attendees look forward to the opportunity to grab a
meal or get a drink with friends from around the world, and these social times can also
become crucial opportunities to discuss new research methods, recent findings, or future
collaborations. Sometimes the line between social and academic meetings becomes
blurred, with a single conversation shifting back and forth between business and leisure.
The schedule of the Quito conference was similar to that of other IBA
international conferences. The first day of the conference, Sunday, was a registration and
ice-breaker day. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday of the conference week
consisted of 15-minute presentations from 9 am – 6 pm, with a lunch break and two
coffee breaks throughout the day. There was also a poster session held on Tuesday
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afternoon. Wednesday was a field trip day, where attendees could sign up for various
excursions into the mountains around Quito.
The Quito conference was unique for a few reasons. It was the first IBA
international conference ever held in South America, the home of the Andean bear.
Previous conferences had rotated between North America and Eurasia. The Quito
conference’s location and emphasis on Andean bear research likely resulted in a
disproportionately high percentage of South Americans and Andean bear researchers at
the conference, relative to the global bear research and management community.
Another unique feature of the Quito conference was that some of the presentation
sessions took place in Spanish, with live translation to English provided through headsets.
The was the first time an IBA conference in a non-English speaking country held sessions
entirely in the language of the host country (J. Teunissen van Manen, personal
communication, April 11, 2018), a fact that likely changed the attendee and presenter
demographics as well.
The international conferences occur every 18 months on average, but the Quito
conference took place just 10 months prior to the Ljubljana, Slovenia conference (to
occur in September 2018). This may have reduced the relative number of European
attendees, as some may have decided to miss the Quito conference and attend the
Ljubljana conference instead. Similarly, the conference prior to Quito was held in
Anchorage, Alaska, USA in June 2016, so there may also have been some North
American bear researchers and managers who chose not to travel all the way to Quito just
17 months after the conference in Alaska.
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Finally, the Quito conference was severely under-attended by polar bear
biologists, with only one of the presentations pertaining to polar bear research. This was
likely due to a combination of factors, including 1) the conference’s location in the
southern hemisphere; 2) the timing of the conference, which occurred during the polar
bear research field season; and 3) the existence of other polar-bear specific conferences
which could take priority over the IBA conferences for polar bear researchers.

Researcher’s Positionality and Bear Values
The Quito conference was the third IBA conference I attended; I had previously
attended the conferences in Provo, Utah (2013) and Anchorage, Alaska (2016). I am a
female senior undergraduate student at the University of Vermont in Burlington,
Vermont, USA. My formal academic background is in biology, and my past relation to
the IBA was as a member and a researcher. In May 2013, I worked as a field assistant on
the Trans-Border Grizzly Bear Project in British Columbia, Canada. During June –
August 2013, I worked as a field technician on the Southwest Alberta Grizzly Bear
Monitoring Project in Alberta, Canada.
Many of the Quito conference attendees knew or recognized me from previous
conferences, which helped to create a positive perception of my research and also assisted
in recruiting survey and interview participants. Interviewees frequently referenced
technical details about the bear populations they study and manage, indicating their
confidence that I would understand these details. On the other hand, I attended my first
IBA conference in Utah when I was just eighteen years old and was the youngest ever
IBA member. By the time of the Quito conference, there were no longer large age and
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education gaps between the other conference attendees and myself; however, participants
may have remembered me as the young attendee from past conferences.
As this thesis is about the importance of orienting wildlife conservation work
within the values of researchers and managers, it seems appropriate that I should mention
my own wildlife values and motivations in conducting this research. I grew up beside a
huge forest and have always held aesthetic and emotional values toward all aspects of
nature. As my formal education has progressed, I have developed scientific and
ecological values toward wildlife. I personally do not hunt, but hunting is a central
component of my home community, and that culture has caused me to empathize with a
utilitarian outlook on wildlife as well. As much as I value whole ecosystems, I also feel a
special attachment to bears beyond their particular role in a specific ecosystem. I am
motivated to conduct this research because I believe that wildlife conservation should
serve all members of society, and I am hopeful that we can find innovative ways to
represent different social sectors without compromising the integrity of our conservation
efforts.
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METHODS
I used a mixed qualitative and quantitative approach to explore the values and
narratives of bear researchers and managers. Categorical survey questions provided me
with a robust dataset and allowed me to look for demographic correlations within values
and narratives. Open-ended survey questions and more in-depth interviews allowed me to
examine individual responses in greater detail and pick up on nuance that the categorical
survey questions may have missed. These research methods were approved by the
University of Vermont Institutional Review Board.
I collected most of the survey data and all of the interview data at the 25th
International Conference on Bear Research and Management in Quito, Ecuador from
November 12 – 17, 2017. While at the conference, I also took notes on general
conference proceedings and relevant presentations. This trip was funded by the
University of Vermont’s OUR Mini Grant, Honors College UROP, and CAS APLE
Award.

Surveys
Survey Methods
I designed a survey for bear researchers and managers using the LimeSurvey web
application with the University of Vermont license. The survey contained twenty-three
total questions, with five free-response questions and eighteen multiple choice / list /
array questions. The survey included demographic questions about age, gender, region,
education, and employment. Respondents were also asked to select all factors that had
influenced them to enter the field of bear researcher and/or conservation from a list, and
then to describe in their own words how they entered the field. Values toward bears were
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addressed through a set of Likert Scale questions. Then, respondents were asked to
describe in their own words why they believe that their work is important. Finally,
respondents were asked about their concerns for the future of bear populations locally
and globally. The complete survey can be found in Appendix 1.
The wildlife values I chose to include in my Likert scale questions were aesthetic,
ecosystem, utilitarian, scientific, moral, emotional/spiritual, animal rights, negativistic,
and subsistence. These corresponded most closely with the wildlife values typology
created by Kellert and Berry (1980). I chose to base my typology off this scale because
the value categories are more specific than in the other typologies, so I thought it would
be most likely to show demographic differences within a specific community. It is also
the typology most commonly used in studies of the public, so I knew there would be
available information with which to compare my results. Finally, values can always be
grouped into simpler typologies, so it made sense to begin with a more complex typology
and later reduce it into one with fewer value orientations if necessary, such as the twovalue typology described by Fulton et al. (1996).
I framed Kellert and Berry’s “humanistic” value as an “emotional/spiritual” value
because I felt that the label was clearer. I also included animal rights as a unique category
(rather than including it within moralistic values as Kellert did) because animal rights is a
contentious issue within the IBA and I did not want preformed ideas about animal rights
to affect responses to the moralistic value question. I also included a subsistence question
because Dandy (2005) discussed how this was an important value missing from Kellert’s
typology. I chose to frame the “negativistic” value orientation in terms of a belief that
part of the role of a conservationists is to minimize the negative effects bears can have on
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people. It would be a direct contradiction for someone to work to conserve a species that
they truly thought was a negative part of our world, so I did not test directly for negative
value orientations. Rather, I worded the question such that it would indicate whether or
not respondents recognized that bears could have negative effects and whether or not
thought it was their duty to minimize these effects. Finally, I chose not to include
naturalistic or dominionistic values, the former because it seemed to be included by a
combination of the other values, and the latter because it applies mostly to sport hunters
and did not seem relevant to conservationists.
I also included a question in the Likert scale section that asked respondents
whether they valued all species equally (as opposed to attaching special importance to
bears). This was based off the literature that suggests that people can hold different
values toward different species, and also that knowledge and experience can push people
to one extreme or another in terms of attitudes toward a particular species. I wanted to see
if those who specialize in bears view bears differently than they view other species.
I originally intended to conduct the survey exclusively online and to use my time
in Quito to promote the online link. However, by the third day of the conference when I
had received only one full response to the online survey, it became clear that a printed
version would maximize the response rate. On Wednesday of the conference week, I
printed 150 copies of the survey at a local copy shop. I distributed the surveys to
conference participants during coffee breaks and meal breaks on Thursday and Friday of
the conference week. I placed a collection box outside the main conference room and
asked participants to return completed surveys to the box.
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One week after the completion of the conference, I arranged for the conference
organizers to email all conference registrants with a link to the LimeSurvey site and a
request for anyone who did not participate in the paper survey to complete the online
survey. The online survey contained the same format and set of questions as the paper
survey, but I updated the wording of a few questions.1 The online survey remained
available until December 1, 2017.
Survey Response Rate
I received 51 paper surveys and 22 online surveys, for a total of 73 complete or
mostly complete responses. There were 253 registered conference participants, so this
was a 28.9% response rate, which is consistent with the expected response rate of 30%
for social science research (Flowerdew & Martin, 2005). Five surveys were completed in
Spanish, so they were translated to English prior to analysis.
Of the survey respondents, 37 were male, 35 were female, and one identified as
non-binary. Respondents ranged in age from <26 years old to >65 years old, and were
highly educated overall with 41% of respondents holding a doctoral degree. Bear
researchers and managers from all continents with bears were represented; the most
highly represented countries were the United States (n=20), Canada (n=14), Colombia
(n=6), and Ecuador (n=6). The vast majority of the respondents (77%) were members of
the International Bear Association. Of the seventeen respondents that were not IBA
members, the majority (76.5%) came from South America, which makes sense given the
conference’s location in Quito, Ecuador. This demographic information, as well as
1

The wording of certain questions was updated to ensure that the survey was inclusive to bear managers as
well as researchers. These changes were in response to feedback from a survey participant that certain
phrases, such as “study area,” catered more specifically to researchers. This phrase, for example, was
updated to “study or management area.”
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respondents’ employer information and the species of bear they studied, is summarized in
Figure 1.

Most respondents (87.5%; n=63) selected fieldwork with wild bear populations as
a regular component of their job. The number of respondents who selected each of the
other job component options can be seen in Figure 2. The average number of components
selected per respondent was 3.5, indicating that respondents tended to combine different
methods into their regular work.
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Survey Analysis
I combined the online and paper surveys into a single spreadsheet in Excel 14.7.2
and then transferred them to SPSS Version 24 for statistical analysis. I grouped the Likert
scale value responses into two categories (strongly agree/agree and
neutral/disagree/strongly disagree) and ran chi-squared tests to look for statistically
significant correlations between demographic variables and value responses. Next, I used
chi-squared tests to look for correlations between demographic variables and
respondents’ cited influences to enter their fields. In most cases, I excluded chi-squared
tests with a minimum expected count less than five from the analysis; I reported the
minimum expected count in instances where I chose to include the result.
For the open-ended survey questions, I grouped responses using the coding
approach described by Cope (2005). This allowed me to identify common themes and
quantify which themes were expressed the most frequently.
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Interviews
Interview Methods
I interviewed twelve conference participants in ten interview sessions (one session
contained three interviewees) throughout the course of the Quito conference. Seven
interviewees were from North America, three were from Asia, and two were from
Europe; however, two of the North American and one of the European interviewees had
conducted extensive work in Asia or South America. Male and female interviewees were
both well represented, and interviewees ranged in age from their twenties to their
seventies. I interviewed university employees, government employees, students, and two
workers at a bear-viewing lodge.
I conducted all the interviews at the conference hotel in locations such as the
lobby, the restaurant, by the pool, or in a side room available for conference participants.
Each interview lasted approximately thirty minutes. The interview format was semistructured: the interviews followed a question list, but there was flexibility to follow up
on whichever aspects of interviewees’ responses seemed most relevant to the study. This
method was recommended by Campbell and Smith (2006) to maximize the data collected
from each interview. The list of interview questions can be found in Appendix 2.
Interview Analysis
I recorded the interviews and then transcribed them using HyperTranscribe
version 1.6. I coded the transcribed interviews in accordance with the methods described
by Cope (2005), using HyperResearch version 3.7.5. The interviews supplemented the
quantitative survey data by providing more complete profiles of individual narratives and
offering insight into value interaction and value development.
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RESULTS
Values of Bear Researchers and Managers
Overall Values Held Toward Bears
Respondents showed strong values toward bears that spanned across different
value orientations. More than three-quarters of respondents strongly agreed or agreed
with statements that indicated ecosystem, moral, aesthetic, scientific and utilitarian value
orientations toward bears. The value orientations that were expressed slightly less
strongly were emotional/spiritual connections (62.5% agree or strongly agree), animal
rights (60.5% agree or strongly agree), and subsistence (41.4% agree or strongly agree).
These results are summarized by the “overall” bars in Figure 3. The regional variations
will be discussed later in the results section.
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Figure 3: Values and views of bears by respondents from different regions. From left to right: North
America (dark blue), Europe (red), South America (green), Asia (purple), and Overall (light blue). Numbers
above the chart indicate percentages of overall agreement.
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Ecosystem values were expressed through discussions of the interactions of bears
and other organisms. I interviewed Carly, a 25-year-old American who spent the last
year researching Andean bears in Peru. She discussed these ecological values of the bear
and then directly linked them to a thought about the bears’ importance and conservation.

That's something that we're actually still trying to figure out too, is how important is [the
Andean bear] as a seed disperser? … And I know that some people talked about [them]
having a role where … when [they] make their platforms in the trees, they bend
branches, they break branches and light is able to reach the forest floor. So I guess we
just need to figure out more about how important it is, and I don't think it's a bad thing to
want to conserve an animal, at least … [one that’s] endemic to an area… [it’s] better
than the alternative of killing it.

When moral values were expressed, they usually related to a sense of obligation
to make space for bears in the world, which was distinct from an animal rights view in
that it did not place as much emphasis on individual bears. Sarah, a world-traveled
European biologist, and Wei, a Chinese researcher, expressed this moral viewpoint
similarly:

I'm a conservationist, and I believe that populations [emphasis added] of bears should
have rights, and that [those rights] can conflict with individual rights … I would never
want to hunt and kill a bear, but I recognize that allowing people to do that can
contribute to the overall sustainability of a population … – Sarah
I can't say I can see everything equally. So, for me … as a conservation biologist, my
view is still … a human-centered view but I think we should leave enough space for the
bears to live, for population[s] to last. – Wei
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The aesthetic value of bears is by far the easiest to identify and describe. Hana, a
student from Japan, summarized the value accurately and succinctly:

The first time I saw bears [was] from the car … it [was] so big, and [a] beautiful animal.

The scientific value of bears was expressed as a drive to learn more about them,
and could be motivated by intellectual curiosity or a desire to use scientific knowledge to
benefit society. Jack, a bear manager in Alaska, expressed his scientific value for bears
due to their unique hibernation physiology and then connected this value to both his own
interest and the possibility of improving the lives of others:

[Bear] physiology and, in particular, hibernation physiology, is so incredibly fascinating
to me … everyday I learn something new about it and am amazed all over again and so
that has really kept me very strongly interested in working with bears. … From a
hibernation physiology standpoint there's all sorts of human benefits as well … my talk
on Thursday is going to be about potential impacts for diabetes treatment…. So there are
medical benefits as well.

Although utilitarian values saw strong agreement on the survey, they rarely came
up in the interviews or open-ended survey questions, save one respondent who directly
wrote “economic value” as an additional value he held toward bears. In the instances
when utilitarian values were mentioned, the reasons ranged widely from eco-tourism
money to the function of wildlife as a natural gene pool. Bear hunting was mentioned
with an emphasis on the need to control it or the opportunity to use it for the purpose of
supporting bear conservation, but in this study it was not mentioned as a worthwhile end
in itself. In addition, of all the values with strong agreement, utilitarian was the only
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value where a greater proportion selected “agree” (41.7%) than “strongly agree” (36.1%).
Notably, in two of the cases where utilitarian values were mentioned, the speaker
expressed an early empathy with utilitarian values and then a shift to more mutualistic
values, as indicated by this survey response:

Originally I was primarily aware of the economic value of natural resources but
eventually I became aware that many things I saw people do were motivated not only by
financial considerations, but also by an appreciation for the intangible value of nature.

Within the bear conservation community, those who hold animal rights values are
often focused on the Southeast Asian trade in bear parts. Animal rights values were not
discussed in my interviews, but some respondents did cite animal rights in their surveys.
One student explained how the drive to stop the bear parts trade is the underlying
motivation for her work:
I was trained as a statistician and was initially brought as a volunteer onto a project
centred around Asian bears and the use of their parts for human consumption…I decided
to change my studies to focus on the trade in Asian bear parts, and how this trade may be
halted.

When emotional/spiritual values were expressed, bears were usually depicted with
a combination of awe and fear, two reactions that often seemed to complement each other
in interviewees’ descriptions. Jurij, a European researcher in his thirties, struggled to find
the right words as he expressed to me the way he feels around bears:

[Bears] touch you in a way … just seeing them, especially sometimes you get to continue
to see them in natural behavior when they don't know you are there, or for some bears
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they don't care, is really special. And [there] also is a bit of a fear that's connected with
it, because they can attack people, it happens, so I think that it makes the connection even
more powerful.

Sophia, a Canadian bear-viewing guide, did not mention a fearful component of
seeing bears, but echoed Jurij’s feeling of awe:
My first actual close encounter[s] with grizzly bears were working … I just remember the
feeling of being close to a grizzly bear … you're just in awe, it's so humbling.
Subsistence values were not mentioned in either the surveys or the interviews.
Overall, the open-ended survey responses and interviews agreed with the
quantitative survey data; both indicated that participants identified with a wide range of
values toward bears and often held multiple values at once. In addition, it is worth noting
that respondents spoke strongly and enthusiastically about bears in general. The intensity
with which the bear conservation community views bears and cares about bears was
reinforced by the themes of love and passion that commonly arose in the interviews and
open-ended survey responses. Below are a few comments from the interviews that
highlight these themes:

When I synchronize my passion with my profession, I can do wonders, I can contribute
maximum to the field of conservation. – Ravi
Everybody [in the IBA], I think, has this common thing about they really love bears, they
want there to be more bears, they feel bad when something bad is happening, everyone's
got this gut reaction to that. – Jon
I just became totally infatuated by Andean bears. – Carly
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A young woman from Colombia summarized the intensity of her feelings in a
one-line answer to why she continues to study bears:

Porque es mi pasión y mi razón de vivir.
[Because it is my passion and my reason to live].

Additional Views and Values
When asked what values toward bears were missing from the above list, by far the
most common survey response dealt with bears’ value to conservation (n=10), with
answers mentioning bears as “umbrella species,” “flagship species,” and “indicators of
wilderness.” Other values that were mentioned were “intrinsic” value, humanistic
qualities of bears (“playful” and “intelligent”), and that bears “deserve” respect and
protection. Hana discussed the symbolic importance of brown bears in Hokkaido, Japan,
although she was the only one to mention the symbolic value of bears:

I think in the case of my study area in Hokkaido, brown bear is [a] symbol of Hokkaido.
… Such a[n] image of brown bears is so important for people in Hokkaido. So, this is the
reason to protect the population of bears.
In the interviews, participants were also asked what they would envision for the
ideal future of human/bear relationships. A common theme that arose in response to that
question from interviewees of diverse backgrounds was the concept of coexistence
between people and bears. Ravi, an Indian sloth bear biologist and university professor,
explained the meaning of coexistence:
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[The] main goal of any wildlife biologist or conservation biologist … should be that both
can survive, that human and bear can … survive in a same ecosystem, in a same
landscape, … what we can call as a "coexistence."
For Ravi, this value of coexistence was closely linked to the concept of human
responsibility in conservation. He pointed out that the bears cannot be expected to
understand the coexistence vision, so humans must be the ones to do so:

We should explain to the people that sloth bear doesn't know where to go and when to go,
but being a sapiens, we should know where to go and when to go.

Jurij echoed Ravi’s thoughts on the vision of human-bear coexistence and the
need for humans to take responsibility in creating this coexistence:

[There] should be coexistence, not eliminating any part … the best thing of course would
be to have bears that would not be causing troubles. But this is quite unrealistic to expect
from bears, to not get hungry enough to go for anthropogenic food sources … So…then
people are the ones that have to change – so, to have a healthy, respectful attitude toward
the bears.
Carly also mentioned the coexistence vision, but she placed it in the context of the
barriers that must be overcome to obtain the vision:

…sometimes people don't have any choice, and when they feel like their livelihood is
being threatened, they're then poaching or killing whatever's hurting them. So, mutual
understanding would be amazing, some sort of coexistence would be great, but that's
what we're working towards … how can we keep the bears and the humans separate or
make everybody understand the issues?
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These visions of coexistence indicate the strong moral values respondents held
toward bears, but they are worth mentioning separately because they took those moral
values and directly connected them to a sense of human responsibility to take action in
caring for the future of bears.
Demographic Correlation with Values.
The values held by individual IBA members varied according to their region of
residence, age, gender, educational attainment and species of bear they work with. Figure
3 showed the regional variation of values toward bears. North American respondents
were less likely to agree with an animal rights viewpoint or an emotional attachment
viewpoint, and more likely to agree with the need to manage the negative effects of bears.
South American respondents were less likely to agree with an aesthetic value orientation,
and South American and Asian respondents were more likely to agree with ecosystem
values. Because of the sample sizes and overall low percentages of disagreement with
bear values across all regions, it was not possible to complete statistical analysis by
region. However, the data shows trends that would be worth investigating with larger
sample sizes in the future.
It was, however, possible to test for statistical correlations of values with gender,
age, education, and species of bear that respondents work with. These results are shown
in Table 2. Female respondents were statistically more likely to agree with a moral
obligation to protect bears (p=0.036) and an animal rights viewpoint (p=0.004) than were
male respondents. With age, I found that respondents aged 45 or younger were
statistically more likely to agree with an animal rights viewpoint (p=0.014) and a
subsistence viewpoint (p=0.032) than were respondents aged 46 or older. Respondents
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with a PhD were less likely to agree with animal rights (p=0.029) and subsistence
(p=0.023) values, although the association between education and animal rights was no
longer significant when I ran a linear regression that accounted for age. Respondents
holding a PhD were also more likely to attach special importance to bears relative to
other species (p=0.008) than were respondents without a PhD. In addition, there were
differences between respondents that worked with any of the four species of tropical bear
(Andean bear, sun bear, sloth bear, and Asiatic black bear) and those who did not.
Respondents who worked with tropical bears were more likely to agree with an animal
rights perspective (p=0.012), and less likely to value the need to manage the potential
negative effects of bears (p=0.028).
There were also correlations between certain types of employment and certain
values. Specifically, those employed in an academic setting were more likely to agree
with subsistence values (p=0.011) than those who did not have academic employers.
Also, respondents employed by the government were less likely to agree with animal
rights (p=0.003) and subsistence (p<0.001) values.
Finally, I compared the responses of IBA members in leadership positions to
those of IBA members who did not hold leadership positions and found that there were
no statistically significant differences in values toward bears. However, IBA members in
leadership positions were more likely to attach special importance to bears relative to
other species than were IBA members who did not hold leadership positions (p=0.035).
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Table 2. Survey Respondents’ Values Toward Bears by Gender, Age, Education, and Research/Management Species

VALUES HELD TOWARD BEARS
Bears play a unique and important role in the
ecosystem…
We have a moral obligation to protect bears just like
we have a moral obligation to protect fellow humans.
Bears have an aesthetic beauty that should be
preserved.
Compared with other species, bears are a particularly
useful model organism to further our scientific
understanding…
It is important to preserve bears because they can
provide direct benefits to humans ranging from
providing food to drawing essential tourism money into
an area [utilitarian]
Wildlife should have rights similar to those of humans.
It is possible to create an emotional and/or spiritual
connection with bears, which increases the importance
of conserving them.
Bears are a source of food in some areas. It is a higher
priority to protect bears in those areas… [subsistence]

BY GENDER
percentage (%) of
respondents that
(strongly) agree†
Men
Women

BY AGE
percentage (%) of
respondents that
(strongly) agree
≤ 45
> 46
years old
years old

BY EDUCATION
percentage (%) of
respondents that
(strongly) agree
PhD
No
PhD

BY BEAR SPECIES
percentage (%) of
respondents that
(strongly) agree
Tropical
No
Bear
Tropical
Bear
94.1
82.4

88.9

88.6

92.0

81.8

79.3

* 95.3

76.5

* 94.3

83.7

85.7

82.1

85.7

87.9

81.8

85.7

84.8

83.0

90.9

93.1

80.0

83.9

85.3

85.7

82.9

83.7

81.8

82.8

83.3

78.8

88.2

77.8

77.1

76.0

81.8

79.3

76.7

79.4

73.5

44.4
63.9

* 78.8
62.9

69.4
62.0

* 38.1
63.6

44.8
69.0

* 70.7
58.1

75.8
67.6

* 45.5
52.9

30.6

51.5

50.0

* 22.7

25.0

* 52.4

45.5

36.4

91.7

77.1

82.0

90.9

86.2

83.7

73.5

* 94.1

45.7

55.9

57.1

33.3

31.0

* 63.4

57.6

42.4

OTHER ATTITUDE QUESTIONS
Bears can have negative influences on people (attacks,
eating garbage, killing livestock, etc.), which increases
the importance of specializing in bear research
I value all species equally and do not attach special
importance to bears; they just happen to be the species I
currently research.

* Statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05)
† This analysis only included the 72 respondents who identified as “male” or “female.” The other analyses included all respondents.

American Respondents’ Values for Comparison with those of the American Public
I looked specifically at the American survey respondents (n=20) so that I could
compare their results with results from the existing publications on wildlife values of the
American public. The value with the greatest agreement among the American
conservationists was aesthetic (100% agree or strongly agree), followed by ecosystem
(90% agreement), scientific (85% agreement), utilitarian (80% agreement), moralistic
(80% agreement), emotional (40% agreement), animal rights (36.8% agreement), and
subsistence (35% agreement). These results were comparable to the overall pool of
survey respondents, with the exception that proportionally more Americans held aesthetic
values and proportionally fewer held emotional and animal rights values. In addition, all
American respondents felt that the negative influences bears can have on people increases
the importance of working with bears compared with 84.7% across the entire dataset, and
only 36.8% of American respondents felt that they valued all species equally compared
with 50% across the entire dataset.
There was not much discussion in my interviews about the relative views of
conservationists and the public. In one instance where it was mentioned, however, Jon
explained his perspective that the public cares more about individual animals, whereas
conservationists are more concerned with the bigger picture of preserving a species:

In the general public, what people are willing to do is pay for [a] donation to an orphan
cub or rehab facility, or something like this…and it's more of an animal welfare thing,
and so that's the weird thing about it is that you care about the animal and the species,
but then when people feel like they can do something, they want to do something for an
individual so that they can see something's happening.
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Jon’s impression is backed by a comparison of American survey results with literature on
values in the American public, as will be addressed in the Analysis & Discussion section.

Influences to Enter the Field of Conservation and / or Bear Work
The “Exposure to Nature and Outdoor Job Opportunity” Narrative
When asked to select all of the given options that had influenced them to enter the
field of bear research, a majority of respondents (63.0%) cited spending time in nature as
an influence, while lower proportions of respondents cited mentors (37.0%), direct
encounters with bears (31.5%), and coursework and academic classes (21.9%). The
influence cited by the lowest proportion of respondents (17.8%) was awareness of the
problems that bears can cause. Individual respondents selected between zero and four
influences from the list, with an average of 1.71 influences per respondent. These results
are shown in the “overall” bars in Figure 4, and the regional differences apparent in

Percent (%) Cited the Influence

Figure 4 will be discussed later.
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Figure 4: Influences to enter the field by respondents from different regions. From left to right: North America
(dark blue), Europe (red), South America (green), Asia (purple), Overall (light blue). Numbers above the chart
indicate percentages of overall agreement.
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Slightly fewer than one-third of the respondents (29.2%; n=21) chose to write in
their own responses for “other” influences, of which by far the most common response
referred to a job opportunity (38% of the responses to “other” mentioned jobs; n=8). All
other written-in responses were mentioned by fewer than three respondents each and
included answers such as “conservation needs” and “animal welfare.”
When asked to describe in their own words how they became interested in
working with bears and/or conservation, survey respondents most frequently cited
childhood time in nature (n=11), academics (n=9), and job opportunities (n=6). Speaking
specifically to their interest in bears, respondents most frequently cited job or volunteer
opportunities (n=12), the need to protect/save/conserve bears (n=8), fascination
with/curiosity toward bears (n=6), the need to fill a scientific gap (n=6), and academic
influences (n=6). Those who reinforced the nature narrative in their own words included
an American biologist and a Canadian government and non-profit employee:

I grew up in a time and place where most people's lives and livelihoods were directly
connected to nature. So, from an early age I was familiar with sustainable management
of resources, of nature, and then conservation.
At a young age, I was interested in the natural environment and wildlife, especially
predators such as sharks. As I aged and spent more time in the mountains, I became
particularly interested in terrestrial mammalian predators. It’s difficult to describe
specifically how it happened, but I became fascinated by bears as well as the field of
wildlife research and management.

Nature appeared as such a dominant theme in these responses that it seemed
appropriate to separate the dataset into those who were influenced by nature to enter the
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bear conservation field and those who were not. Within the set of respondents who
conformed to the nature narrative, the most cited additional influence was a job
advertisement or job opportunity. Thus, a dominant narrative emerged of exposure to
nature creating interest in finding an outdoor job, and then a particular job opportunity
directing the person into bear research specifically.
This narrative was reinforced by the interviews I conducted. When I asked why
Randy, a retired biologist from Alaska, chose to work with bears, he clearly expressed the
centrality of nature as an influence:

I got to grow up in a place where I could just walk outside and be there, and I also had
the cleanest fingernails of any kid in school because my mom had a rule that if you're late
for dinner, you wash the dishes, so I washed a lot of dishes in my time because I was out
doing something, looking, and so it was just kind of a natural progression.

Jurij described how his childhood dream to do excavations as a paleontologist
developed out of a desire not to have a desk-job, and how this interest shifted to biology
when he realized that paleontology may end up bringing him behind a desk after all. This
narrative also includes the detail of how a job opportunity appeared that made these
ideals possible.

My romantic ideal was always to do excavations, but then I actually went to a few
excavations, and they [told me], … you do this for one or two weeks per year, but most of
the other time you just sit in an office or some basement looking at bones… So I decided,
alright, [I] better stay in biology and just spend more time in nature. And then I really
got into it with this group at university, and so I started with the lynx … and then [my
coworker] … got a big project on the bears, radio telemetry, [and] he needed a person to
do fieldwork for him. He heard that I'm jobless and he asked me if I want to join ...
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After identifying the dominant role of nature in influencing bear researchers and
managers to enter their fields, I then used the interview data to examine discussions about
the role that nature plays later on in participants’ careers. I found that many interviewees
brought up the duality of loving being close to nature, in addition to loving the content of
the work itself. In fact, nature was almost always mentioned in conjunction with other
positive aspects of respondents’ careers. Sarah has lived in both North America and
Europe, and she completed her PhD on Asian bears. When I asked her about satisfying
moments in her career, she cited both the satisfaction of making a difference and the
experience of natural beauty:

It's really satisfying to get papers published… papers that people write to you and tell
you that they find it really useful, you know, something that you know has had an impact
... And then just little things like being in the forest and hearing gibbons singing at 6 in
the morning and waking up – little things like that…
Anna is a recent college graduate who works at a bear-viewing lodge, and she
placed nature and the many other positive aspects of her job into a single sentence:

I just wanna take it all in and just be outside and getting people outside and talking to
people that know a ton about the area that they live in and learning about how all
different parts of the ecosystem interact with each other.
I interviewed Jon over breakfast on the fourth day of the conference. He is an
American scientist who travels internationally to research bears, and he explained to me
how his work allows him to combine a love of adventure with the ability to contribute in
a meaningful way:
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I really like adventure… I still really like going to remote places, I like hiking and getting
away from people … so that all ties into it … it's not just necessarily bears, but it's that
whole part of doing something important in conservation and the life experience of
interacting with people in other places and going to remote places that I [otherwise]
would never have had a chance to do.
Alternatives to the “Nature” Narrative
Among the twenty-seven survey respondents who did not select time in nature as
a reason for entering the field, two directly mentioned nature as a primary influence in the
open-response question of how and why they came to work in their field, and therefore I
included them with the “nature” narrative responses:

I grew up trapping and hunting on a ranch in Canada [and] that motivated me to work
on animals.
Growing up going to Yosemite led to my passion for bears and wildlife biology…

After removal of those two responses, twenty-five responses still did not fit with
the nature narrative, and there was no clear counter-narrative that emerged among that
group. In fact, all other given choices for influences to enter the field were selected by
less than thirty percent of these respondents (mentors: 28.0%; coursework and academic
classes: 28.0%; direct encounters with bears: 20.0%; awareness of the problems bears can
cause: 20.0%). Seven of these twenty-five respondents did not select any of the answers
provided, and the average number of responses selected was less than one (0.96).
Individual stories included several different themes, such as a conservation-based
motivation (n=5), a desire to fulfill a need for knowledge (n=4), chance occurrences
(n=4), animal rights (n=3), and job opportunities (n=3). Other responses varied from
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scientific fascination to academic influences to love of animals, with each narrative
taking a different course. Because there was not a cohesive alternate narrative that arose
from those twenty-five respondents, I will instead highlight a few of the individual
stories.
A clear demonstration of the conservation-motivated narrative was written in a
survey from a Colombian PhD student, who said that she entered the field to “generate
information about Andean bear that is useful for [its] conservation.” Other survey
respondents discussed the need to fill in a research gap. A sun bear biologist from the
Europe wrote that she was motivated because:

I … tried to find information on [sun bears] and it turned out that they had never been
studied in the wild! (at that time)
Another student from Colombia mentioned the regional need for knowledge,
which was connected to a conservation motivation as well:

I was interested in bear management and conservation in my country because there are
no science-based programs for conservation and because that there [are] not real
specific actions taken by agencies. I am trying to generate scientific -based monitoring
and conservation programs in my country.
Other respondents cited chance, job opportunities, or lack of options. I
interviewed Wei, a Chinese researcher of multiple bear species, and he described how the
structure of the educational system in China was the main factor that brought him to his
current research:
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In China we don’t have a lot of choice where you go, we just fill out a form about [our]
selection, which university and which major. You have multiple choice … so part of [it] is
you select the major … but I [put] multi[ple] majors, and also the university will select
me and put me on certain majors, so biology is just one of my choices; that's not
something specific.
Despite this chance beginning, Wei was quick to assure me that when he looks back on it
now, he is glad the university assigned him to biology
The animal rights perspective took a few different forms. A survey respondent
from the Netherlands quite simply wrote her influence as “bear bile cruelty,” whereas a
Colombian respondent stated more generally,

Porque son una especie viva y tienen derecho a continuar existiendo.
[Because they are a living species and they have a right to continue living].

A few respondents mentioned a childhood interest in animals, but this interest did
not necessarily stem from time in nature. Hana from Japan said,

Before I [started in] university, I was living in another prefecture, so there [were] also
mountain[s] and river[s] but … few animals. … But when I was young, my parents took
me to the zoo so many times. So I like animals very much.
Overall, there was not a clear alternative, non-nature narrative that arose, which
could simply have been a result of insufficient data.
Demographic Correlation with Influences to Enter the Field
The demographic factor which appeared to have the strongest association with
influences to enter the field of bear conservation was global region of residence. I
decided to group North American and European countries together because they have
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traditionally been considered “the West” and share common aspects of education and
culture. North American and European respondents were significantly more likely to cite
spending time in nature as a reason for entering the field (76.0% cited nature) than were
South American and Asian respondents (43.5% cited nature; p=0.007). These regional
differences were shown in Figure 4.
In addition, younger respondents (those aged 45 or younger) were more likely to
cite awareness of the problems bears can cause as a reason for entering the field than
were older respondents (p=0.041; one cell had an expected count of 4.10). Brown bear
biologists were significantly less likely to cite mentors as a reason for entering the field
(p = 0.016) and also less likely to cite awareness of problems as a reason for entering the
field (p = 0.048) than biologists who did not study brown bears. There were no
statistically significant differences in influences to enter the field between respondents
with different levels of educational attainment or between male and female respondents.
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ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION
Values of Bear Researchers and Managers
My results show that wildlife values vary significantly with demographic
differences, even within a community of conservationists working with the same family
of animals. Additionally, bear researchers and managers enter the field for a diverse set of
reasons, a diversity that further highlights the influence of culture and other demographic
factors. We can infer that the values held by conservationists affect the work that they
do, and it is therefore important for conservationists to be aware of the values they hold
and the overlap and variance between these values and the values of held by the public.
Overall Value Results
I found that bear conservationists hold many values toward wildlife
simultaneously. This is consistent with Kellert and Berry (1980)’s findings that most
members of the American public cannot be defined by a single value toward wildlife.
However, conservationists appear to hold even more values toward wildlife, and these
values span both utilitarian and mutualistic outlooks.
The strong ecosystem and scientific values found by my survey are logical
outcomes of respondents having invested significant time into studying bears, and
therefore holding a particular knowledge of their importance to an ecosystem and their
scientific significance and singularity. The strong aesthetic and moral values could be
another result of this exposure to bears, but they also could have been pre-existing values
that then influenced bear conservationists to enter their field.
The final highly held value was utilitarian. This could suggest lingering influence
of the “traditional” conservation model described by Teel et al. (2007). However, there
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was no significant correlation between conservationists’ age and their likelihood of
agreement with utilitarian values, which challenges the idea that conservationists as a
whole are changing to become more mutualistic. Also, with the exception of a few
mentions of the economic opportunities within ecotourism, there were no mentions of
utilitarian values in my interviews or open-ended survey responses. This disconnect
between the high rate of agreement with a utilitarian statement but a low rate of
discussion of utilitarian values was also reflected by the fact that a lower proportion of
respondents selected “strongly agree” for utilitarian values than for the other widely held
wildlife values. Thus, it seems that conservationists are empathetic toward utilitarian
needs and purposes but do not see this value as one of the driving forces of their work.
The two groups of respondents that were less likely to value all species equally
and more likely to attach special importance to bears were respondents with PhD’s and
respondents who held leadership positions within the IBA. It is fair to assume that no
one would begin a PhD on bears or accept an IBA leadership position if they held
negative perceptions of bears, so these results seem to suggest that these respondents’
original positive perceptions of bears grew stronger throughout the experience of
completing a PhD or holding an IBA leadership position. These results support the
evidence in the literature that exposure to and knowledge about a certain species (in this
case bears) strengthens whatever pre-existing views an individual held toward that
species (Kellert, 1994; Kellert et al., 1996).
Was the Typology Effective?
The typology was effective, but a few modifications could be made to tailor it
more specifically to this community. It appears that ecosystem, moral, aesthetic,
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scientific, and utilitarian values are clearly defined categories that represent common
views in this community. Animal rights and emotional values also seemed to be
acceptable categories, just with slightly lower rates of agreement. The subsistence value
category did not seem to be applicable to this situation because conservationists may not
have been aware of the instances in which bears are used for subsistence purposes.
Additional values not represented by my typology held themes of conservation
and coexistence, with also mention of symbolic significance and humanistic aspects such
as “playful” or “intelligent.” A conservation value is closely linked to an ecosystem
value, but in the future it could be worth distinguishing the two and including them as
separate categories. An ecosystem value focuses more on the direct interactions bears
have with other components of the ecosystem, such as plants or ungulates or rodents, and
is independent of human attitudes toward bears. A conservation value, however, places
an emphasis on the role bears can play in supporting a conservation agenda through the
political power they hold or through their ability to instruct us about ecologically
important locations to conserve. Thus, the distinction is that an ecosystem value refers to
an appreciation of bears for their role in the natural ecosystem, whereas a conservation
value has to do with appreciating bears’ ability to assist in the human process of
conservation.
Coexistence visions reflect a mutualistic wildlife outlook, most closely aligning
with moralistic values. Coexistence is as much a vision for the future of people as it is for
the future of bears, as it includes a desire for people to change their habits to
accommodate bears. As such, I do not think it would be necessary for a wildlife typology
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of this community to include coexistence as a potential value toward bears, though it is
still worthwhile to note that this theme arose in discussions.
“Symbolic” value was only mentioned in one interview, but it would be worth
exploring whether or not it would emerge as a theme within this community when
respondents were prompted. Finally, the additional values expressed by written responses
such as “playful” or “intelligent” fall under the category that Kellert and Berry labeled
“humanistic,” but were excluded when I relabeled this value as “emotional/spiritual.”
This demonstrates a limitation of the relabeling decision. Still, there is an important
distinction between a person feeling an emotional response such as fear or awe toward a
bear and a person feeling attached to a bear due to viewing it anthropomorphically. To
maintain this distinction, I would modify my typology for this community to include both
humanistic and emotional/spiritual value categories, but restrict humanistic to specifically
refer to instances where bears are perceived to hold human traits. Thus, the overall
modifications I would make to my typology to tailor it to this community would be to
remove the subsistence value category and add conservation, symbolic, and humanistic
value categories. These changes are summarized in Figure 5.
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Comparison of Values to the General Public
Respondents from the IBA conference (both globally and within the United
States) were particularly oriented toward aesthetic, ecosystem, scientific, utilitarian, and
moralistic values toward bears. When compared with results from Kellert and Berry
(1980), conservationists placed more emphasis on aesthetic, ecosystem, and scientific
values than did members of the American public. Both conference respondents and the
general public shared strong agreement with utilitarian and moral values toward wildlife.
The American public also showed strong humanistic values toward bears, which Kellert
and Berry (1980) describe as bringing “companionship/affective” benefits. Although I
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did not directly test for humanistic values in the survey, I did test for the related category
of emotional value and found that conservationists, particularly American
conservationists, held this value less commonly than they held other values. The
comparison is not entirely parallel, but the greater agreement with humanistic values
amongst the public and lower agreement with emotional values amongst conservationists
supports Jon’s stated impression that the public cares more about individual animals,
while conservationists care more about populations.
As stated in the literature review, a more naturalistic (and less utilitarian) attitude
in the United States is correlated with those who are younger, female, white, more highly
educated, wealthier, more urban, and less religious. For the most part, I found those
trends to hold true among bear researchers and managers as well, at least for the
demographic factors I tested. Women conservationists were more likely to agree with
animal rights and moralistic values, in line with holding a more naturalistic orientation.
Younger respondents were more likely to agree with animal rights and subsistence
values. The animal rights trend is consistent with younger people holding more
naturalistic attitudes, whereas the subsistence view would generally be considered a more
utilitarian outlook. In this case, however, the subsistence value may not be truly
indicative of a utilitarian perspective, as bear conservationists may simply not have
understood how to frame this value in relation to bears.
There is insufficient data to compare the regional variation I found among
conservationists to that of the public. However, I can tentatively conclude that region
seems to be an important factor in both cases. Speaking specifically in terms of the
United States, it seems that conservationists as a whole lean more toward a
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naturalistic/mutualistic value orientation than the public, which leans more toward a
utilitarian value orientation, as summarized in Figure 6. This is consistent with the views
of conservationists aligning more with the views of younger, more educated, and white
members of the American public. The conservationist tendency toward mutualistic views
is more representative of female views in the public, yet the positive feelings toward
bears specifically are more indicative of male views.

Implications of Study Results on Collaboration with the Public
Despite these observed demographic differences between bear conservationists
and the public, the participants in my study clearly have the ability to empathize with a
wide range of values and are capable of relating to a utilitarian value orientation even
when it is not a driving factor for them. This empathy for the utilitarian views of the
public is supported by the high percentage of respondents who indicated that part of the
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importance of their job is due to the negative effects that bears can have on people
(84.7% globally; 100% in the United States). The results of my study seem optimistic for
the possibility of collaboration between conservationists and the public, as they indicate
that conservationists have the ability to empathize with both mutualistic and utilitarian
outlooks, and therefore can be flexible and capitalize on whichever value serves the
conservation needs most effectively or creates the best communication. To do so, it
could be helpful for conservationists to recognize that their aesthetic, ecological, and
scientific values are the hardest for the American public to relate to, and their most highly
shared values are utilitarian and moralistic values.

The Importance of Influences to Enter the Field of Conservation and / or Bear
Work
The Nature and Non-nature Narratives
Haynes, Jacobson, and Wald (2015) showed that pro-environmental concern
results from many different factors and cannot be reduced to a simple model. Consistent
with this observation, the narratives I collected gave complex and inter-woven reasons
for entering the field of bear conservation. However, my results also showed a clear
prominence of spending time in nature as a dominant narrative.
It is not particularly surprising to find that spending time in nature led people to
want to conserve nature, so I will not belabor that point. There are, however, two
observations associated with this narrative that are worth mentioning. The first is that
more than twice as many individuals selected “spending time in nature” than “direct
encounters with bears” as influences on their career path. Nature is a broad concept that
can include anything from the stereotypical and socially constructed image of pristine
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wilderness to “the tree we planted in our own backyard” (Cronon, 1996). Thus, bears live
in only a small subset of nature, and it appears that other subsets of nature are also
capable of influencing individuals to enter bear conservation. Because a greater
proportion of the public have access to some form of nature than to encounters with
bears, this result indicates hope that the message of bear conservation may be able to
reach a greater proportion of the public than has access to bears.
Second, given how intuitive it is that spending time in nature would factor into a
decision to work with bear conservation, perhaps it is more worthwhile to flip the
question around: why is it that a full one-third (34.2%) of respondents did not cite nature
as an influence that directed them to their current work? Clearly, more research is needed
to understand these non-nature narratives. It is possible that they simply are coming from
people who have so deeply integrated the central role of nature in their lives that they
would not think of citing it is an influence. If, however, these responses truly represent a
subset of individuals who did not have a lot of exposure to nature or did not find this
exposure to be notably formative, then we are still left questioning what were the forces
that brought them to the field. One explanation is that this subset of people came to enter
the field by external, as opposed to internal, factors. This is consistent with the fact that
those who did not select nature were no more likely to select or mention any of the
remaining influences than those who did select nature. Once again, there is a potential
opportunity here, as these externally influenced individuals could be particularly well
equipped to communicate their work to members of the public who are not already
nature-lovers.
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Demographic Correlations
I found that there is a strong, shared “nature” narrative within the international
bear conservation community, but that it does not include all members of the community.
Influences to enter the field of conservation varied significantly by global region, with
North American and European participants far more likely to conform to the nature
narrative. This result is worth noting because any instance where certain groups of people
do not share the dominant narrative could have consequences on the dynamics within a
community. The fact that those who are excluded from this narrative are statistically
more likely to be from South America or Asia is also relevant given the larger context of
Western scientists dominating wildlife conservation work (Bonner, 2013).
The correlation between those influenced by awareness of problems bears can
cause and those who agreed with utilitarian values is not surprising. What is surprising is
that younger respondents were more likely to have been influenced by awareness of
problems bears can cause, which is inconsistent with the expectation that younger people
would hold a less utilitarian viewpoint. Lastly, respondents who studied or managed
brown bears were statistically less likely to cite both mentors and awareness of the
problems bears can cause as reasons for entering the field. There is no immediately
obvious explanation for this trend, unless these respondents simply found other factors
(such as spending time in nature) to be important enough that they did not need to cite
additional influences.

Limitations of the Study
This study takes a small step toward addressing the knowledge gap regarding the
values and narratives of conservation professionals. The sample size was large enough to
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allow for statistical analysis of many demographic factors, but one major limitation of
this study was the inability to conduct statistical analysis on regional value differences
and regional narrative differences. The small pool of respondents from Asia (n=7) was a
limiting factor in performing statistical tests by region, so future surveys of this group
could specifically target a higher response rate from Asian researchers and managers in
order to enable regional statistical analysis.
Naturally, the twelve interviews I conducted were likely not representative of the
views of all 253 conference attendees, and one particular limitations is that I did not
interview any participants from South America. However, the interviews were meant to
be illustrative rather than comprehensive and to supplement the quantitative data
collected in the survey. They were successful in that purpose, but one modification that
could be made in future studies would be to conduct the interviews after administering
and analyzing the surveys instead of conducting the two concurrently. This would allow
the researcher to tailor the interview questions such that they addressed intriguing results
from the surveys and provided maximal information.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The major findings of this study were 1) that bear conservationists simultaneously
hold many different values toward bears and, although they tend more toward a
naturalistic/mutualistic value orientation, they appear to have the capacity to empathize
with a wide range of values and attitudes; 2) that spending time in nature was the
dominant influence on people to enter the field of bear conservation, and this narrative
was more closely associated with North American and European conservationists; and 3)
that bear conservationists feel more strongly about bears and align more toward a
mutualistic value orientation than the American general public does, but that there is
potential for a great deal of empathy and mutual understanding between these two
groups. This study showed that bear conservationists hold strong values and that these
values, as well as personal narratives, vary by researcher according to personal
experience, world region, and other demographic factors. It is therefore important for
conservation professionals to be aware of how their individual work, as well as the
dynamics within the international bear conservation community, may be consciously or
unconsciously influenced by these values and narratives.
My recommendations for the IBA and the greater international bear research and
management community moving forward fall under two broad categories:
recommendations for improving dynamics within the IBA and recommendations for
improving dynamics with the public. In terms of improving dynamics within the IBA and
bear conservation community, I recommend that the IBA make members explicitly aware
of the values that are operating within the organization and the fact that these values vary
based on current region of residence, gender, age, educational attainment, and
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characteristics of employment. These value differences could be taken into account to
improve communication between members and to make the organization function more
cohesively while still appreciating the diversity of values it holds. In addition, I
recommend that the IBA build upon this study by specifically investigating the nondominant narratives and perspectives held within the organizations, particularly those of
its South American and Asian members.
In terms of improving dynamics with the public, there is clearly a great deal of
potential in place for empathy and mutual understanding between bear conservationists
and the public. However, it is still important to recognize that values may differ greatly
between bear researchers and managers and the public with whom they work. An explicit
acknowledgement of these value differences in IBA literature and at IBA conferences
could help members communicate and collaborate effectively with the public around
their research or management areas. One necessary body of information is the variation
of values of the general public across different regions and cultures. To aid its members
in understanding the breadth of wildlife values held by the public, the IBA could decide
to sponsor research on international values toward wildlife and/or bears.
Overall, this study represents one small step toward addressing the research gap
regarding the values and narratives of conservationists. There is a growing level of
acknowledgement within the conservation community of implicit bias in science and the
need to understand values in order to form effective conservation strategies. Conservation
is currently at a crossroads where there seem to be constant trade-offs between stricter,
more environmentally effective strategies and more lenient strategies that accommodate
the immediate wishes of the public. If there is any hope of striking a balance between
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these two paths such that neither is severely compromised, it must happen in an
intentional way with an informed understanding of the values on both sides.
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APPENDIX I: WILDLIFE VALUES SURVEY

Wildlife Values Amongst Bear Researchers
Thank you for participating in this survey about wildlife values. This research is being
conducted as part of an undergraduate thesis at the University of Vermont. Your
responses will be kept anonymous. This research will contribute to an understanding of
how bear researchers perceive wildlife, and a report of the results will be submitted to
the IBA in Spring 2018. If you have any questions or comments about the survey, please
contact Lucy Rogers (Lerogers@uvm.edu) or Dr. Cheryl Morse (Cemorse@uvm.edu).
1. Are you a member of the International Bear Association?
Yes

No

2. In which country do you currently live? (If you live between multiple countries,
please select the one in which you spend the most time.)________________________

3. In which country did you primarily live as a CHILD?____________________
4. Are you currently a student?
Yes

No

5. Please select the highest educational degree you have attained.
Choose one of the following:
•

I did not finish secondary school (high school)

•

Secondary school (high school)

•

Undergraduate (college)

•

Masters or equivalent

•

Doctorate (PhD)
6. What was the first language you spoke as a child?_____________________
7. What is your age?

•

25 years old or younger

(continued on back)
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•

26-35 years old

•

36-45 years old

•

46-55 years old

•

56-65 years old

•

Over 65 years old
8. With which gender do you most closely identify?

•

Male

•

Female

•

Non-binary / Third gender

•

Prefer not to answer
9. Please select any of the following which influenced your decision to enter
the field of bear research.
Please choose all that apply:

•

Direct encounter(s) with bears

•

Coursework and academic classes

•

Spending time in nature

•

Mentor(s)

•

Awareness of the problems bears can cause

•

Other: ______________________________________________________
10. Please describe in your own words how you became interested in working
with bears and/or conservation.
Please write your answer here:
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11. Which species of bear does your research involve?
Please choose all that apply:
•

Brown Bear (Ursus arctos)

•

American Black Bear (Ursus americanus)

•

Polar Bear (Ursus maritimus)

•

Andean Bear (Tremarctos ornatus)

•

Asiatic Black Bear (Ursus thibetanus)

•

Sun Bear (Helarctos malayanus)

•

Sloth Bear (Melursus ursinus)

•

Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca)

•

I do not directly research bears
12. Please list the countries included in your study area.
This is the site of your fieldwork, or the area from which your data is collected. You do
NOT need to include the country where you live or where your laboratory is located, if it
differs from the countries listed above.
______________________________________________________________________
13. Please select any of the following that are regular components of your
research project.
Check all that apply

•

Fieldwork with wild populations

•

Work with zoo bears

•

Labwork

•

Computer modeling

•

Public outreach / public education

•

Presenting to government policy-makers

•

Writing for academic journals

•

None of the above are components of my research project.
14. Do you hold a leadership position within the IBA? (officer, council
member, or member of the Bear Specialist Group)
Yes

No

(continued on back)
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15. Please select which of the following best describes your employer.
Check all that apply:
•

University or other academic institution

•

Government (Department of Natural Resources, National Park, etc.)

•

Private business (guiding company, etc.)

•

Non-profit organization

•

Self-employed / Independent biologist

•

Other: ______________________________

16. Please rank how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements.
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Bears have an aesthetic
beauty that should be
preserved.
Bears play a unique and
important role in the
ecosystem, which would be
imbalanced without bears.
It is important to preserve
bears because they can
provide direct benefits to
humans ranging from
providing food to drawing
essential tourism money into
an area.
Bears can have negative
influences on people
(attacks, eating garbage,
killing livestock, etc), which
increases the importance of
specializing in bear research.
Compared with other
species, bears are a
particularly useful model
organism to further our
scientific understanding in
fields such as ecology,
physiology, and evolution.
We have a moral obligation
to protect bears just like we
have a moral obligation to
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Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

protect fellow humans.
Bears are a source of food in
some areas. It is a higher
priority to protect bears in
those areas due to their
importance to humans.
It is possible to create an
emotional and/or spiritual
connection with bears,
which increases the
importance of conserving
them.
I value all species equally
and do not attach special
importance to bears; they
just happen to be the species
I currently research.
Wildlife should have rights
similar to those of humans.

17. Please list any other values you hold toward bears that were not included
in the list above.

18. Please briefly explain why you work in this field.
Please write your answer here:

•
•

19. Please select any of the following that pose a threat to the future of the
bears IN YOUR STUDY AREA.
(continued on back)
Climate change / global warming
Legal hunting
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•

Killing or capturing bears for parts

•

Habitat loss / fragmentation due to human development

•

Becoming "problem bears" (familiarity with humans)

•

Killing of bears to protect property or crops

•

Scarcity of future funding for bear research

•

Bears becoming overpopulated or expanding their range too much
20. Please add any other major threats to bears IN YOUR STUDY AREA that
were not mentioned above.

21. Please select any of the following which pose a threat to the future of
bears GLOBALLY.
•

Climate change / global warming

•

Legal hunting

•

Killing or capturing bears for parts

•

Habitat loss / fragmentation due to human development

•

Becoming "problem bears" (familiarity with humans)

•

Killing of bears to protect property or crops

•

Scarcity of future funding for bear research

•

Bears becoming overpopulated or expanding their range too much
22. Please add any other major threats to bears GLOBALLY that were not
listed above.

23. If you are willing to be contacted for a follow-up interview, either in
person at the Quito conference or via Skype, please provide your name and
email below:
Name ________________________

Email __________________

Thank you for your participation in this survey! Please contact Lucy Rogers
lerogers@uvm.edu with any questions or comments about the research.
Thank you for your participation in this survey! Please contact Lucy Rogers
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APPENDIX II: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Please describe your work that’s related to bears. What are the key aspects of your
project and where do you work?
2. How did you become interested in working with bears and/or conservation? What were
the major influences?
3. Do you remember the first time you saw a bear? How did it feel, what were the
circumstances?
4. Why is it important to do bear research / advocacy? (can prompt with: “do you think
your area of research is particularly important or not”?)
5. Can you tell me about a few particularly satisfying moments you’ve had during your
work in this field?
6. Have there been any moments in your career where you considered leaving the field?
7. Do you see any threats to bears in general or in your work specifically?
8. If you could wave a magic wand and create any sort of future for the interaction between
bears and people, what would it look like? (What types of places do bears live in? How
do humans and bears interact? What types of regulations are in place?) Possible followup: what’s the first step in getting there?
9. Do you think your values towards bears are a part of the dominant values here?
à if yes: please describe what they are
à If no: what do you believe and how is it different from what they believe?
10. Is there anything else you’d like to add about why you think it’s important to do bear
research / advocacy?
11. Demographic questions: IBA member? Student? Country you live in? Country you grew
up in? Would you like to continue working in this country? First language? Age?
Gender?
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